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Abstract

Recently, a class of interesting strategies, named extortion strategies, has attracted considerable

attention since such extortion strategies can dominate any opponent in a repeated prisonerʼs dilemma

game. In this paper, we investigate the influence of the strategy-selection timescale on the evolution of

extortion and cooperation in networked systems. Through connecting the lifetime of individuals’

strategies with theirfitness, wefind that extortioners can form long-term stable relationships with

cooperative neighbors, whereas the lifetime of a defection strategy is short according to themyopic

best response rule.With the separation of interaction and strategy-updating timescales, the

extortioners in a square lattice are able to form stable, cross-like structures with cooperators due to the

snowdrift-like relation. In scale-free networks the hubs aremost likely occupied by extortioners, who

furthermore induce their low-degree neighbors to behave as cooperators. Since extortioners in scale-

free networks canmeetmore cooperators than their counterparts in the square lattice, the latter results

in higher average fitness of thewhole population than the former. The extortioners play the role of a

catalyst for the evolution of cooperation, and the diversity of strategy-selection timescale furthermore

promotes themaintenance of extortioners with cooperators in networked systems.

1. Introduction

Game theory provides a powerful framework to understand the ubiquitous cooperative behaviors in social and

biological systems [1]. The famous Prisonerʼs dilemma (PD) game describes the conflict among cooperation

and defection [2]. Althoughmutual cooperation can providemore benefit to participants thanmutual

defection, selfish individuals tend to select defection strategy if the PD game is played only once. The situation

may change if participants can interact repeatedly. The question of what kind of strategy can allow a participant

to obtain an advantage over his/her opponent poses an interesting and challenging problem. Recently, Press and

Dyson showed a novel class of strategies via a two-person repeated PDgame, so-called zero-determinant (ZD)

strategies, which can enforce a linear relationship between two participants’ long-termpayoffs [3]. In particular,

a subset of ZD strategies, extortion strategies, have attracted considerable attention. An extortioner can

unilaterally ensure that his/her surplus is χ-fold (χ > 1) that of his/her opponent. The famous tit-for-tat strategy

is a fair strategy with χ=1.Hence, the ZD strategy theory provides a newperspective to comprehend strategy

evolution in the repeated PD game [4, 5].

Although an extortioner can exploit an unwitting opponent, he/she gets nothing if his/her opponent is an

extortioner or a defector. From an evolutionary perspective, the extortion strategy is neutral with the defection

strategy in awell-mixed population.Hence the extortion strategy is evolutionarily unstable [6].Hilbe et al
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showed that the extortion strategy can stably exist in small populations. Although the extortion strategy is

unstable in a large population, he/she can act as catalyst for the evolution of cooperation [7]. Therefore,

understanding the evolution of extortioners in large populations is both very interesting and important.

The networked reciprocity is an efficientmechanism to support the evolution of cooperation in a population

[8–11]. Previous investigations showed that cooperators can form tight clusters to defend against the invasion of

defectors in regular or complex networks if strategies are updated in terms of imitation dynamics [12–17].Many

important factors, such as degree heterogeneity [13–17], environment noise [18–20], individual aspiration

[21, 22], teaching activity [23–25],migration [26–29], interdependence of networks [30–34], percolation phase

transition [35, 36], etc., exert key influences on the evolution andmaintenance of cooperation in networks.

Szolnoki and Perc [37, 38] recently showed that if strategy updating is guided by themyopic best response rule,

the extortion strategy can stably exist with other strategies in a structured population, which furthermore

promotes the emergence of cooperation. Through the aspiration-driven strategy updating rule [21],Wu and

Rong [39] showed that the involvement of extortioners facilitates the boomof cooperators in a square lattice.

There are two time scales in game dynamics: the interaction timescale, which depicts how frequently

individuals play gameswith each other; and the strategy-selection timescale, which characterizes how frequently

they update their strategies. The two processes are interdependent, andmany previous investigations consider

that they have the same timescale, i.e., every individual immediately updates his/her behavior after one round of

the game.However, the evolution of cooperation changes if individuals in awell-mixed or structured

population ownnonidentical timescales [40–44]. Specifically, by investigating the evolution of extortioners in

well-mixed population, Hilbe et al [7] showed that the extortion strategy can also exist in two distinct well-

mixed populations if the two populations evolve in different timescales, i.e., extortioners can be dominant in the

populationwith a slow timescale and exploit individuals in another populationwith a fast timescale. Rong et al

[42, 43] also previously studied the coevolution of timescale and cooperation in a networked PDgame, and

found that cooperation can be promoted if one permits an individual with a high payoff to hold onto his/her

successful strategy for longer. Thismotivates us to investigate how the extortion strategy evolves in networked

systemswhere individuals can adaptively adjust their strategy-selection time scales.

2.Model

Consider each individual occupying one site on a network. Each individual can play the donation game (a

popular formof the PD game)with his/her neighbors, i.e., a cooperator pays the cost c for each his/her partner,

whowill thus receive the benefit b. A defector obtains benefit from cooperator without providing help.

Therefore, the reward ofmutual cooperation is −b c( ) and the punishment ofmutual defection is 0. If a

cooperatormeets a defector, the former pays−c and the latter receives b. Consider that each individual has three

choices, i.e., unconditional cooperation (C), unconditional defection (D) or extortion ( χE ); the long-term

payoffmatrix among the three strategies can bewritten as follows [7, 37]:

χ

χ

χ

−

+

−

+
− −

χ
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An extortioner can obtain χ-fold of surplus comparedwith his/her cooperative partner. Therefore, an

extortioner and a cooperator can form a snowdrift-like relation, i.e., the best response of the partner of the

extortioner is to choose the cooperation strategy instead of the extortion strategy for χ > 1. However, when an

extortionermeets a defector, they can get nothing and thus the relation between extortioner and defector is

neutral. If setting − =b c 1, there are only two parameters in the payoffmatrix, i.e., the benefit factor ⩾b 1 and

the extortion factor χ > 1. If the benefit factor b is increased, the payoffs between extortioner and cooperator

will also increase, whereas with an increase of the extortion factor χ , the extortioner can obtainmore surplus

fromhis/her cooperative partner.

In social and biological systems, individuals tend to adopt the behavior with highfitness, which can be

characterized by his/her payoff. For every round t, each individual i obtains the accumulated payoff Pi via playing

the donation gamewith his/her neighbors.With probability pi(t), whichwill be defined later, an individual iwill

change his/her behavior from the current strategy si to another randomly selected strategy ′s i with probability q

in terms of themyopic best response rule [37], i.e.,
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where thefitness fi corresponding to strategy si is obtained by =f P ki i i, and ki is the degree of individual i. This

implies that individuals update their behaviors according to normalized payoff, and ′f i is thefitness of the same

individual adopting strategy ′s i to play the gamewithin the same neighborhood. The parameter κ represents the

noise of the environment and is set as 0.05 following the previous paper [37].

In this paper, we consider the strategy-selection timescale to be longer than the interaction timescale, which

indicates that individuals can hold onto their current strategies and play the gamewith neighbors for several

rounds before theymodify their behaviors. This implies that the strategy has a lifetime. From social and

biological points of view, the lifetime of a strategy is related to thefitness that an individual obtains through the

strategy. If an individual has positive fitness in the current generation, he/she tends to hold his/her current

advantageous behavior for longer. However, for an individual obtaining negative fitness in the current

generation, he/shewill try other possible behaviors. Therefore, in this paperwe consider the case where an

individual i updates his/her behavior with probability =
η+

p t( )i f

1

1 max (0, )i

. The timescale parameter η ⩾ 0

adjusts the time it takes for individuals to update their behaviors. The case of η = 0 corresponds to the original

networked gamemodel where individuals immediately update their strategies after one round of the game. For

η > 0, behaviors with higherfitness have a longer lifetime. Belowwewill investigate how individuals evolve their

strategies under the control of parameter η in different networked systems.

3. Results and analysis

Wefirst study how the timescale parameter η affects the evolution of cooperation in a square lattice with periodic

boundary conditions, where the average degree〈 〉k =4. Initially, individuals have equal probability to choose the

cooperation, defection or extortion strategy. Figures 1(a)–(c) show the evolution of cooperators, extortioners

and defectors in the square lattice with the increase of the benefit factor b for different values of η.When η=0,

whichmeans the strategy-selection timescale is identical to the interaction timescale, the frequency of

cooperators ( fC)monotonically decreases, whereas the frequencies of extortioners ( fE) and defectors ( fD)

increase when cooperators distributemore benefit. In contrast, the fractions of both cooperators and

extortioners increase with the increase of η, which implies that the number of defectors decreases if an

advantageous strategy has a longer lifetime. It is very interesting thatwhen η is sufficiently large (such as η=100),

the frequency of cooperators changes non-monotonically versus b and the number of extortioners decreases

slightly in the square lattice, which cannot be disclosed through themean-field approximationmethod [39] (see

section 2 of the supplementary information for details). This is different from the traditional results in

networked game theory, where the frequency of cooperators usually changesmonotonically.Moreover, it is

shown infigure 1(d) that, with the increase of cooperation level, the average fitness of thewhole systemwill also

increase.

Here wewill explain the evolution of cooperators and extortioners in the square lattice from the perspective

of pattern formation and strategy pairs. It is shown fromEquation (1) that extortioners are neutral with

defectors and they coexist in the square lattice, whereas the snowdrift-like relation between extortioners and

cooperatorsmakes the partner of extortionermore likely to turn into a cooperator under themyopic best

response rule, and extortioners can invade cooperative clusters. It is displayed in figures 2(a)–(c) that, following

the increase of b for η=0, the cooperators will losemore and tend to become an extortioner or defector, and for a

larger value of b, cooperators can only loosely disperse near extortioners and large cooperative clusters disappear

in the square lattice. In addition, as shown infigure 1(f), the pairs between defectors and extortioners, as well as

themselves, are dominant for η=0.When introducing the timescale factor and increasing the parameter η, there

are distinctive results for defectors, extortioners and cooperators. A defector can obtain high payoff fromhis/her

cooperative neighbors, but leave negative payoff as a return to them. As a consequence, those neighboring

cooperators of defectors will be prone to adopting either the defection or the extortion strategy in the subsequent

rounds, which in turn diminishes the gains for defectors, hence leading to the short-term lifetime of the

defection strategy. In contrast, those neighboring cooperators of extortioners aremuch better off since they can

obtain some tiny positive payoffs, irrespective of being extorted by them.Consequently, when the strategyʼs

lifetime is related to his/her fitness, extortioners can form stable relationships with cooperators in the long term.

As shown infigures 2(d)–(f), for a large value of η=100, extortioners can form cross-like structures with

cooperators, which leads to the boomof both cooperators and extortioners in the square lattice. This is also

validated by the plentiful cooperator–extortioner pairs in the square lattice when η= 100 as shown infigure 1(e).

Following the increase of b, the frequency of cooperators willfirst decrease since the increase of b enables a

defector to obtainmore from a cooperator. However, with an increase of b that allows the payoffs between
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extortioner and cooperators to increase, extortioners have sufficient time to invade clusters of defectors and

inducemore cooperators around them. Therefore, the frequency of cooperators will then increase and a large

number of cross-like structures between extortioners and cooperators emerges in the square lattice.Hence,

introducing the timescale factor can form the stable existence of extortioners aswell as enhancing the

cooperation level and systemfitness in the square lattice.

We then turn to study how the extortion factor χ affects the evolution of extortioners and cooperators in the

square lattice. The cooperators obtain less with the increase of χ, as they are exploitedmore by extortioners. It is

shown from figures 3(a)–(c) that, for η=0, the frequency of cooperatorsmonotonically decreases with the

increase of χ, which ismostly replaced by extortioners. Forη > 0, the evolution of cooperation and extortion

will become nontrivial, which can be understood through strategy pairs as shown infigures 3(e) and (f).

Following the increase of η, there aremore extortioners replacing defectors in the square lattice since

Figure 1.The frequencies of (a) cooperators ( fC), (b) extortioners ( fE), and (c) defectors ( fD) as a function of the benefit factor b for

different values of η in the square lattice. (d) shows the change of average fitness〈 〉f versus b. (e) and (f) show the percentage of
cooperator–extortioner (C–E) pairs and the pairs that bring punishment, i.e., defector–defector (D–D), defector–extortioner (D–E)
and extortioner–extortioner (E–E). The data are obtained from5000 generations after a transient time of 1000 generations in the
square latticewith 10,000 individuals when the extortion factor χ=5.
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extortioners can invade clusters of defectors and inducemore cooperators around them,which is validated by

figures 3(e) and (f), where there aremore cooperator–extortioner pairs, replacing pairs that bring punishment,

i.e., defector–defector pairs, defector–extortioner pairs and extortioner–extortioner pairs.Moreover, for a low

value of χ, which implies an extortioner tending to share the benefit with his/her partner fairly, an extortioner

obtains low surplus from aneighboring cooperator and has a short lifetime. Therefore, the number of pairs that

bring punishment willfirst ascendwith the increase of χ< 4, which leads to the decrease of fC. For a large value of

χ, an extortioner can obtainmore benefit from cooperators and leave a tiny positive payoff to his/her partner,

which promotes the emergence ofmore extortioner–cooperator cross-like structures in the square lattice for

η=100. Therefore, for a large value of η, the frequency of cooperators will increase with the increase of

extortioners, which also improves the totalfitness of the system as shown infigure 3(d). Hence, the timescale

factor can play a nontrivial role in the evolution of cooperation in the square lattice.

Now,wemove on to studying the evolution of cooperation and extortion in scale-free networks. If only

cooperators and defectors exist, traditional results in networked game theory show that, when considering the

accumulated payoff, these high-degree hubs can obtainmore payoff than low-degree individuals [13–15]. A hub

tends to be a stable cooperator under the influence of a positive feedbackmechanism between the number of

cooperative neighbors around a hub and the payoff of the hub, which promotes the boomof cooperation in

heterogeneous scale-free networks.However, in the framework of normalized payoff, whichmeans individuals

divide their accumulated payoff by degree, a hub has less normalized payoff than low-degree nodes. The

cooperative behavior ismore likely to disappear in scale-free networks under a normalized payoff framework if

no efficientmechanismworks [45]. Rong et al [43] show that when introducing the timescale factor,

cooperators can also boom in scale-free networkswith the normalized payoff framework because of the efficient

feedbackmechanismbetween strategy lifetime and learning information.Here, we investigate how the timescale

factorworks in scale-free networks when introducing extortioners.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of game dynamics as a function of the benefit factor b in the Barabási–Albert

(BA) scale-free network [46]. For the case of η=0,which corresponds to the original network gamemodel [37],

the change of game behaviors in the scale-free network is similar to that of the square lattice.When introducing

the timescale factor, the situation is changed. Comparedwith the result in the square lattice (figure 1), the

cooperative behavior in the scale-free network can be greatly enhanced, the frequency of extortioners will

decrease and the frequency of defectors will rapidly decrease. Therefore, the networked structure plays a

nontrivial role in the evolution of game behaviors under the influence of timescale.

Let us understand the strategy evolution through investigating the relation between an individualʼs degree

and the length of time that they hold onto different strategies during steady state aswell as strategy pairs. It is

shown infigure 5 that for η=0, the behavior with highfitness has the same lifetime compared to that with low

fitness. The hubs canmeetmore neighbors and find that choosing the defection or extortion strategy can obtain

higherfitness than the cooperation strategy and the pairs that bring punishment are dominant in scale-free

Figure 2.The typical snapshots of individuals in a 100× 100 square lattice at the 6000th generation for (a) b=1.1, (b) b=1.5, (c)
b=2.0when η=0, and (d) b=1.1, (e) b=1.5, (f) b=2.0when η=100. The extortion factor χ=5.0. The yellow, red and blue colors
represent the cooperator, defector aswell as extortioner, respectively.
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networks as shown infigure 4(f). If η > 0, an individual can hold his/her advantageous strategy for longer. If a

hub chooses the defection strategy, his/her cooperative neighbors obtain negative fitness and thus become

defectors or extortioners, which decreases the fitness of the defective hub. In contrast, if a hub is extortioner, he/

she can stimulate his/her neighbors to become cooperators since they can obtain positive fitness and other

behaviors will obtain nothing from extortioners. This forms a positive feedback that encouragesmore neighbors

to become cooperators; a hubwith the extortion strategy will obtainmore fitness and hold onto this strategy for a

longer time, which leads to the stable reciprocity relationship between extortioner hubs and cooperative low-

degree individuals. Hence, with the increase of η, more individuals with bothmedium- and high-degrees tend to

become extortioners that induce a large number of low-degree individuals choosing the cooperation strategy

and promote cooperative behavior in scale-free networks.Moreover, it is shown infigure 6 that for a low value of

b=1.5, individuals withmedium-degrees tend to choose the extortion strategy instead of the defection strategy,

and the defective behavior also booms in hubs since hubs canmeetmany neighbors and obtain benefit from

their cooperative low-degree neighbors, which leads to the decrease in the frequency of cooperators aswell as the

increase in the frequencies of extortioners and defectors. However, with an increase of b that increases the

Figure 3.The frequencies of (a) cooperators, (b) extortioners, (c) defectors and (d) the average fitness as a function of the extortion
factor χ for different values of η in the 100 × 100 square lattice. (e) and (f) are the percentage of cooperator–extortioner (C–E) pairs
and the pairs that bring punishment, i.e., defector–defector (D–D), defector–extortioner (D–E) and extortioner–extortioner (E–E).
The data are obtained from5000 generations after a transient time of 1000 generations when b=2.0.
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benefit of both extortioner and cooperator, the high-degree individuals gradually adopt extortion instead of

defection behaviors under the influence of the timescale factor, and it is shown infigure 4(e) that the stable

cooperator–extortioner pairsflourish in scale-free networks that increase the frequencies of both cooperators

and extortioners. Since those hubs tend to extort their cooperative low-degree individuals, the average fitness of

thewhole population in scale-free networks (figure 4(d)) will decrease comparedwith that in the square lattice

(figure 1(d)).

Finally, we study the evolution of game behaviors by changing the extortion factor χ. It is shown in the inset

offigure 7(b) that, with the increase of χ, whichmeans extortioners becomemore greedy, the average degree of

extortioners in scale-free networks will increase with the increase of η. This implies that individuals with

medium/high degrees tend to choose extortion and inducemore low-degree neighbors to choose the

cooperation strategy, cooperator–extortioner pairs are promoted, and the pairs that bring punishment are

inhibitedwith the increase of χ as shown infigures 7(e) and (f). It is exhibited infigures 7(a) and (c) that the

frequency of cooperators increases and that of defectors decreases following the increase of χ for a large value of

η. However, we observe infigure 7(d) that the average fitness will decreasewith the increase of χ sincemore

cooperators are extorted by those greedy hubs, which is different from the case of the square lattice.

Figure 4.The frequencies of (a) cooperators fC, (b) extortioners fE, (c) defectors fD as well as (d) system average fitness〈 〉f as a

function of the benefit factor, b, for different values of η in BA scale-free networks. (e) and (f) show the percentage of cooperator–
extortioner (C–E) pairs and the pairs that bring punishment. The data are obtained by averaging 5000 generations after a transient
time of 1000 generations in BA scale-free networkswith 10000 nodes and average degree〈 〉k =4. The data are obtained by averaging
over 10 different BA scale-free networks with 2 runs for each network. Here, χ = 5.0.
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4. Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, we have investigated the influence of the separation of interaction and strategy-updating

timescales on the evolution of extortioners in networked systems. Our investigation shows that if a strategyʼs

lifetime is related to itsfitness, it is easy for the extortioners to invade the clusters of defectors, and form stable

Figure 5.The relations between individuals’ degree k and average time of (a) cooperation〈 〉T TsC , (b) extortion〈 〉T TsE , (c) defection
〈 〉T TsD , in scale-free networks for different values of η when b=2,whereTC,TE andTD are the number of generations forwhich
individuals hold onto the responding strategies during the steady state, with lengthTs=5000 in this paper. The other parameters are
the same as those in figure 4.
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relationships with cooperative neighbors. Therefore, introducing the timescale factor into game dynamics

promotes the stable existence of extortioners and furthermore enhances the cooperation level in networked

systems. Particularly, different from the traditional networked game theorywhere cooperators can form tight

clusters to defend from the invasion of defectors in PD game, the snowdrift-like relation between extortioner

and cooperator leads to cross-like structures in a square lattice.

Moreover, when linking the lifetime of a strategy withfitness, extortioners are prone to occupying the hubs

in scale-free networks, and inducemore cooperative neighbors around hubs, whichmeans hubs obtainmore

fitness and stick to the extortion strategy for a longer period. The positive feedbackmechanism between the

lifetime of a strategywith fitness is enhancedwith the increase of η, which leads tomore cooperators located at

low-degree nodes being exploited by hubs. Therefore, the average fitness of thewhole population in scale-free

networks reduces comparedwith that in the square lattice.

Furthermore, we also validate the results in awell-mixed population, lattice and scale-free networkwith

more density. It is shown from figure 8 that comparingwith the case of η=0, the cooperation behavior in the

well-mixed population slightly decreases for a large value of η=100. This is due to the fact that, when

cooperators interact with defectors and extortioners in thewell-mixed population, each individual can interact

Figure 6.The relations between individuals′ degree k and average time of (a) cooperation〈 〉T TsC , (b) extortion〈 〉T TsE , (c) defection
〈 〉T TsD , in scale-free networks for different values of bwhen χ=5 and η =100. The other parameters are the same as those infigure 5.
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with all other individuals, and introducing the timescale factor offers a defector or an extortioner a long lifetime

inwhich to exploit a neighboring cooperator. The result in thewell-mixed population is different from that in

the spatial structure, where introducing the timescale can promote the emergence of cooperation. This indicates

that the structure can promote the emergence andmaintenance of cooperationwith extortion under the

influence of the timescale factor. In this paperwemainly investigate the evolution of strategies with timescale in

the square lattice and BA scale-free networkswith average degree〈 〉k =4. Infigure 8we also show the results in

denser networks, i.e., theMoore lattice and BA scale-free networkswith〈 〉k =8. It is shown that introducing the

timescale can promote the emergence of cooperation in denser networks, whereas the cooperation behavior is

inhibited and the non-monotonic behavior of fC may disappear when the network becomes denser. This is

because these low-degree individuals canmeetmore neighbors, which promotes themaintenance of defectors

and inhibits the emergence of cooperation level in denser networks (see section 3 of the supplementary

information for details).

Figure 7.The frequencies of (a) cooperation fC, (b) extortion fE, (c) defection fD and (d) average fitness〈 〉f as a function of the

extortion factor χ for different values of η in BA scale-free networks when b=2.0. (e) and (f) show the percentage of cooperator–
extortioner (C–E) pairs and the pairs that bring punishment, i.e., defector–defector (D–D), defector–extortioner (D–E) and
extortioner–extortioner (E–E). The inset of (b) shows the average degree of extortioners evolvingwith the extortion factor χ.
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Wealso notice that there is another class of ZD strategies, namely generosity strategies, which allows

participants to obtain the payoff ofmutual cooperation [4, 47–49, 51]. The famous ‘generous tit-for-tat’ strategy

is a subset of generosity strategies. The evolution of the generosity strategywith the extortion strategy deserves a

through investigation in future.Moreover, individuals usually interact in group formation. Recent results have

shown that ZD strategies also exist inmulti-player games, such as the public goods game [51–53]. This provides

a clue to understanding the evolution among extortion and generous behaviors in networked systemswith

group interactions.
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